This paper numerically models an airfoil geometry inspired by the downy coat of the barn owl and contrasts its aerodynamic and aeroacoustic performance with the baseline airfoil. Implicit large eddy simulations are performed with the Navier Stokes solver FDL3DI. A baseline NACA 0012 airfoil is compared against the same model with an array of fences at the trailing edge. Both models were simulated at a Reynolds number of 3 × 10 5 , flow mach number of 0.2 and angle of attack of 3 degrees.
I. Introduction
Growth in wind energy and air travel is bound to worsen the noise pollution problem. This can lead to detrimental effects to human health which are well known. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] With such widespread impact, noise reduction is a critical research area needed for the development of future aircraft and wind turbines.
Biomimicry has resulted in many engineering innovations. 6 One biological feature that has yet to be used in engineering innovations is the silent flight of noctural owls. The noctural owl can not be heard until it is within 3 meters. 7 One species of nocturnal owls -the barn owl (Tyto alba) -is particularly adept at silent flight. Hereinafter, we shall refer to the barn owl as the owl.
Chord-based Reynolds number for the owl in gliding flight is between 50,000 -90,000. Figure 1 illustrates the range of Reynolds number over which various flying machines and animals, including the owl, operate.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the owl quieting features of the owl at Reynolds numbers used in wind energy and aerospace engineering applications. There has been considerable research on using owl-inspired LE and TE serrations 9-15 including demonstrations on full-scale, field tests. 16 In this paper we will focus on the thick downy coat. We focus on recent aeroacoustics measurements 17 of trailing edge noise from airfoils with "canopies" and "finlets" inspired by the downy coat on owl flight feathers. Figure 3 shows schematics of two finlet designs used in these experiments; Fig. 3 (a) and 3 (b) are the fence and rail configurations, respectively. Compared to the unmodified (baseline) airfoil, these configurations were found to significantly reduce the trailing edge noise.
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This paper focuses on highly-accurate computational fluid dynamics simulations of an airfoil with finlet fences with the objective of supplementing the experimental results of Ref. 17 Results from two sets of simulations are presented: (a) baseline geometry, and (b) baseline airfoil with one of the finlet fence designs of Ref. 17 The goal of the analysis will be to make qualitative comparisons between the simulations and experiments of Ref. 17 and to further understand the noise reduction mechanisms observed in the experiment.
II. Numerical Methodology
The governing fluid flow equations (solved by FDL3DI), after performing a time-invariant curvilinear coordinate transform (x, y, z) → (ξ, η, ζ), are written in a strong conservation form as 
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where J is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation, U = {ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE}; the expressions for inviscid flux terms,F I ,Ĝ I ,Ĥ I and viscous flux terms,F v ,Ĝ v ,Ĥ v are provided in Ref. 18 We perform 'implicit' LES (ILES) simulations using FDL3DI by employing sixth-order spatial accuracy, eighth-order low pass filters, and the second order implicit time integration scheme.
A. Baseline Airfoil Mesh
The Table 1 provides the metrics of the grid used for the baseline simulation. Table 1 . Baseline grid metrics 
B. Finlet Fence Geometry and Mesh
Figures 5 and 6 show how the finlet fence geometry is modeled in the simulations. The dimensions of the finlet fence are similar to configuration # 13 in the experiments of Ref.
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The fence grid is repeated in the span direction to simulate a span of 5.85% chord. Table 2 provides the metrics of the grid used for fence simulation. The x + , y + , and z + values are only for the grid near the fence and not over the entire airfoil. 
III. Results

A. Aerodynamic Performance Results
The velocity fields from the baseline and fence simulations are shown in Fig. 7 . Although the fences do cause a difference in the velocity field, the pressure coefficient (C p ) distribution is quite similar between the baseline/fence cases; see time and span-averaged C p plot in Fig. 8 (a) . The results from Fig. 8 show that the addition of the fences does not adversely affect the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil significantly.
B. Surface Pressure Spectra
The pressure spectra is computed at the trailing edge (x/c = 1). This was averaged in the spanwise direction, resulting in Fig. 9 .
As seen in Fig. 9 (a) , at the trailing edge at high frequencies (> 1500 Hz) we see a slight reduction in the SPL with the fences compared to the baseline case. At the low frequencies (f < 1500 Hz) the fences are much louder. It is worth noting that the experiments saw little to no change in the SPL at low frequencies (a) Figure 9 . Spanwise-averaged SPL vs frequency comparison for baseline and fence grid at (a) the TE of the airfoil (x/c = 1).
(< 1500 Hz) with the fences. 17 The increase in the SPL at low frequencies in the simulation could be due to vortex shedding from the TE of the fenced airfoil geometry (see Fig. 7 ). No vortex shedding was observed in the experiments because of the much higher Re c at which the experiments are carried out.
The overall sound pressure level (OASPL) as defined as
is computed, where m indicates which frequency bin number to start the summation for the OASPL calculation, and N is the highest frequency bin number. The variable m can be chosen so that only the high frequencies are used for the OASPL calculation. Choosing to sum over the frequencies f = 1.5 kHz to f = 5 kHz results in Fig. 10a . Summing all frequencies in the OASPL calculation results in Fig. 10b . From this we see that if we only consider the high frequency range, the fence is quieter from the trailing edge up to x ≈ 0.9. The largest OASPL reduction occurs at the trailing edge for a decrease of about 1.8 dB. However, if all frequencies are considered, the OASPL for the fence is greater at all chordwise locations.
(a) OASPL, 1.5 kHz -5 kHz (b) OASPL, 0 -5 kHz Figure 10 . Spanwise averaged overall average sound pressure level (OASPL) variation along chord direction for baseline and fence grid. The OASPL was integrated across (a) 1.5 kHz to 5 kHz, and (b) 0 to 5 kHz
We can get a better idea of how the noise is varying in the spanwise direction by plotting the surface pressure spectra at different spanwise locations. Figure 11 shows the SPL near the side of the fence and half-way between the fences. The SPL values are from two different z coordinates that are defined by the parameter η,
where z p is the z-coordinate where the SPL is found and z i is the z-coordinate of the i th fence. The plots show that at the high frequency range, there is a much greater reduction in the SPL with the fences while in the center of the fences (η = 0.5) than near the sides of the fences (η = 0.0.0167). Previous experiments 17 showed that the SPL decreased as the fence spacing decreased. The SPL reduction varying throughout the location between the fences agrees with the experiment in that the fence spacing is an important parameter in the finlet fence design.
Amiet's 19 theory shows that the spanwise coherence length is directly proportional to the noise produced by the trailing edge of an airfoil. The spatial coherence between two points x and y is defined as
where S xx (ω) is S pp (ω) evaluated at x and S yy (w) is S pp (ω) evaluated at y. Using this equation, the spanwise coherence for the baseline and fence case along the trailing edge is found in Fig. 12 . There does not appear to be much difference in the spatial coherence at high frequencies. However, at low frequencies, the spanwise coherence for the fence is lower than the baseline case. This shows that the finlets indeed reduce spanwise coherence, which should result in reduction of radiated sound in the farfield. 
IV. Conclusions
This paper presents numerical investigations of airfoil geometries inspired by the soft downy coat of the owl. Implicit large eddy simulations are performed for baseline and owl-inspired airfoils (with fences) using the FDL3DI solver. Comparisons of C p and C f show that the owl-inspired airfoil geometry does not significantly degrade the aerodynamic performance.
Surface pressure spectra are compared between the baseline and airfoils with fences. The fences are found to give slight reduction in pressure spectra at high frequencies near the airfoil trailing edge.
The OASPL (sound pressure spectra integrated over the high frequency range), is reduced by up to 1.8 dB at the trailing edge for the fences compared to the baseline. More noise reduction is observed in between the fences than adjacent to the fences; this demonstrates the importance of spacing between fences. The spanwise coherence is found to decrease due to the fences, particularly at low frequencies. This should result in further reduction of the radiated farfield noise.
